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This paper concerns the problem of inpatient bed allocation for two classes of patients
(scheduled and non-scheduled) when there is uncertainty about daily available capacity. In
the afternoon of each day, patients from the scheduled class, also called backlogged
elective admissions, are selected from a waiting list, for the admission on the next day. The
non-scheduled class, also called emergent admissions, are new requests that arise
randomly each day with emergent needs. The capacity of available beds for a medical
specialty to provide hospitalization services is uncertain when backlogged elective pa-
tients are chosen. Admitting too many of elective patients may result in exceeding a day’s
capacity, which can potentially necessitate “overflowing” or “postponing” some emergent
requests that should be performed as soon as possible. Therefore, the problem faced by the
medical specialty facility at the decision-making point of each day is how many of the
backlogged elective patients can be admitted. We formulate this problem as a Markov
decision process (MDP) and study the structural properties of the model to characterize
the nature of the optimal policy. We propose easy-to-implement policies (the fixed quota
policy and the best fixed quota policy), which perform well under fitted distributions. By
reporting numerical analyses using real data from a Chinese public hospital, we finally
compare the improvements that our proposed solutions could bring to the hospital with
the existing practices under several different cost structures.
© 2020 China Science Publishing &Media Ltd. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Bed capacity management is the allocation and provision of beds in hospitals, where beds in specialty units are considered
as a scarce resource. In this paper, we consider a dynamic bed allocation model as follows. Daily admission of patients to a
specialty facility is constrained by the available beds in the specialty wards. The demand for beds comes from two types of
patients: previously booked elective patients and randomly arriving emergency patients. The former is known as waiting or
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backlogged elective patients who have been on the waiting list, and the latter arrives randomly over time but must be treated
immediately. The uniqueness of our problem is twofold: the perpetual uncertainty of the number of available beds when the
planner makes decisions on the number of elective patients to be admitted, and when elective patients have are flexibility for
their dates of admission. On one hand, the planner for the specialty ward must choose the number of elective patients to be
admitted before the number of available beds has been actually realized; on the other, the hospital also must have beds
available for emergency patients upon their arrival s. As each patient from either type occupies exactly one bed, the decision is
howmany beds are in the quota for the waiting elective patients. If the actual number of available beds falls short, a penalty is
incurred for each bed that is lacking, which may be caused by utilizing costly options to cope with this shortage or cancelling.
The planner tries to optimally determine optimally the number of beds to be allocated to elective patients in order to
minimize all relevant costs, such as patient waiting cost, penalty cost for bed shortages, and penalty cost for bed idling.

The impetus for this research problem comes from the recognition that beds (and the necessary staffing and support for
them) are the main capacity constraint in public hospitals and the number of beds made available daily is highly uncertain
(Proudlove, 2003). It has been long recognized that an inherent uncertainty in the length of stay (LoS) and in the duration of
the specific treatment steps results in uncertainty of the bed capacity available at a given time. Hence, only a fraction of the
admissions are planned in advance (Schmidt & Spreckelsen, 2013). The way in which elective patients are admitted into the
hospital is almost identical to that of Gerchak, Gupta, and Henig (1996) for a public hospital’s general surgery, where non-
blocked scheduling system was implemented for operating theaters. It is also in spirit similar to those exploited by Green
and Sergei (2008) and Robinson and Chen (2010). Although different terms being used, both Green and Sergei (2008) and
Robinson and Chen (2010) considered an access policy for appointment scheduling which allows the “same-day” appoint-
ments. It is called advanced access or open access, which is in sharp contrast to the traditional scheduling policy under which
each of a specified number of patients per day is booked well in advance, but an individual may not show up, or cancel in last
minute, for his or her appointment.

Our model is also motivated by the problems faced by a large public hospital in a major city in China, which we refer to as
“WCH” (the West China Hospital). This hospital operates a large inpatient department with a capacity of 4300 licensed beds
shared by 38 specialty care units. It is a public hospital to serve the general population, but it also must be financially self-
sufficient. Like most other tertiary hospitals in this region, it has been overcrowded (5.44 million outpatients and emer-
gency patients, 263,700 admissions, and 175,300 surgeries in 2018), and waiting lists for hospitalization have been growing.
Since the average daily discharge volume of the entire hospital is nearly 600 people, inpatient beds are rather limited and
cannot satisfy all demand in a timely manner. Waiting times for elective patients varied from several weeks to more than one
year. Poor scheduling and inefficient allocation of the already limited capacity often lead to increased patient waiting times
and length of waiting lists, emergency department (ED) congestion, use of temporary beds to accommodate patients,
cancellation of admissions, and so on. Facedwith these problems, a more scientifically oriented capacity allocation scheduling
policy, which can be obtained by an analytical solution methodology (Patrick, Puterman, and Maurice (2008) for example), is
greatly needed to serve as support in the decision-making process of patient admission scheduling.

In this paper, we formulate a general Markov decision process (MDP) model which captures the essence of the above
problem.We first partially characterize the structure of the optimal admission policies. Then, actual data fromWCH is used to
estimate the values of problem parameters, including the probability distributions of patient arrivals (of two types) and daily
discharged beds. Finally, we compare the improvements that our proposed solutions could bring to the hospital with the
existing practices under several different cost structures.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature and presents our contributions within it.
Section 3 provides a MDP formulation of the hospital bed capacity allocation problem and the approximated model. We
analyze theMDPmodel and give the details of structure properties in Section 4. Section 5 provides motivating examples using
real data, numerical results, and a discussion of this research. In Section 6, a data-driven approach is used to find the
parameter of the proposed best fixed quota policy that is compared to the optimal policy. We provide concluding remarks in
Section 7.

2. Literature review

Healthcare resource scheduling has drawn increasing attention in recent years, most of which has focused on the
scheduling of surgeries and outpatient services. Research on hospital bed allocation is limited. The complexity of the hospital
bed allocation problem is mainly because the settings of bed allocation among distinct classes of patients are uncertain, time-
dependent, and non-stationary, which result from random arrival patterns of requests, highly uncertain lengths of stay of
patients, and the dependency on the schedule of the operating theater (OT). The main body of literature on hospital bed
allocation focuses on bed sizing (re-allocation), typically among distinct departments. Starting with Young (1963), Shonick
and Jackson (1973) proposed an improved stochastic model for hospital bed management with emergency-elective mix of
the demand for hospitalization, which derived the steady state of census (number of occupied beds). Esogbue and Singh
(1976) proposed a method for determining an optimum distribution of beds in a ward with two categories of patients
using a “cut-off” level via shortage and holding costs. Lapierre, Goldsman, Cochran, and DuBow (1999) developed time series
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models to calculate the size of each specialty in hospital, while Cote (2005) offered a forecasting model to predict the future
demand for beds.

Our paper is related to two streams of literature in the realm of application and the methodology employed, namely,
admission scheduling and resource allocation in healthcare, and stochastic dynamic programming.

In terms of application, patients’ admittance to hospitals is the problem we focus on in this paper. Bachouch, Guinet, and
Hajri-Gabouj (2012) used integer programming to assign hospital beds to patients with consideration for several constraints,
including incompatibility among pathologies, nomixed-sex rooms, continuity of care, andmore. Bekker and Koeleman (2011)
combined a time-dependent analysis of the offered load and optimal admission quota to achieve the targeted daily occu-
pancy. Hulshof, Kortbeek, Boucherie, Hans, and Bakker (2012) reviewed the literature on admission control in inpatient
services. They pointed out that admission control policies can be both static and dynamic and may also influence surgical
schedules. Helm, AhmadBeygi, and Van Oyen (2011) designed a new mechanism by adding a “call-in” class of patients for
inpatient admission and showed the improved performance of the new policy through a simulation. Meng et al. (2015)
applied a distributionally robust optimization approach to determine the admission quota for elective patients. The prob-
lem of about patient admission to a neurology ward was studied in Samiedaluie, Kucukyazici, Verter, and Zhang (2017) and
multiple patients’ type are considered; d, the authors formulated the problem as an infinite-horizon average cost dynamic
program and proposed an efficient approximation scheme to solve it.

Admission scheduling among several classes of patients with different priorities is are found in many application areas,
such as reserving surgical capacity for emergency cases (Gerchak et al., 1996; Ayvaz & Huh 2010), dynamically scheduling
multi-priority patients to a diagnostic facility or appointment slots (Green, Savin, &Wang 2006, Patrick et al. 2008; Liu, Ziya,
and Kulkarni 2010, Gocgun and Puterman 2014; Izady 2015), reserving slots for urgent patients in primary care (Dobson,
Hasija, & Pinker 2011), contracted time slot (CTS) reservation for a particular class of patients (Geng and Xie (2012)), and
multi-resource allocation among two classes of patients (Huh, Liu, & Truong 2013; Barz & Rajaram, 2015). Gerchak et al.
(1996) developed a stochastic dynamic programming model for advanced scheduling of elective surgery when the oper-
ating rooms’ capacity is shared by emergency surgery, and they considered the uncertain durations of elective procedures.
Ayvaz and Huh (2010) extended the work of Gerchak et al. (1996) by considering independent but non-stationary arrivals and
capacity realizations in each period. Meanwhile, Green et al. (2006) analyzed the problem of dynamically scheduling three
classes of patients (outpatients, inpatients, and emergency patients) to a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) facility in which
only one patient arrives or is served in each period. Many papers have studied advanced patient scheduling problems in
which patients are scheduled for services at future dates (see Patrick et al. (2008), Liu et al. (2010), Gocgun and Puterman
(2014) and Truong (2015)). Dobson et al. (2011) formulated a stochastic model of appointment scheduling to examine the
effect of the common practice of reserving slots for urgent patients. Geng and Xie (2012) devised the optimal control under a
given contract as an average cost MDP in order to minimize customer waiting times, unused CTS and CTS cancelation. These
papers investigated the capacity allocation among multiple classes of patients, and they utilized stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming models to identify structure properties for the optimal policy.

Of relevance to methodology, capacity rationing is an important tool for revenue management in service industries,y such
as hotels, car rental and healthcare. Bitran and Gilbert (1996) presented a realistic model of the hotel reservation problem.
They developed heuristic procedures based on observations of how the problem is solved in practice, and these heuristics
performed well relative to an upper bound that is based on perfect information about reservations requests and customer
arrivals. Savin, Cohen, Gans, and Katalan (2005) considered the allocation of capacity of rental equipment that is accessed by
two classes of customers. They first used dynamic programming to characterize optimal policies, and then developed a
computationally efficient aggregate threshold heuristic based on a fluid approximation of the original stochastic model.
Numerical experiments showed that the heuristic performed well. Gans and Savin (2007) studied a rental management
problem in which the rental firm has to decide when to offer service to contract customers and what fees to charge walk-in
customers for service. They first characterized optimal policies, and then considered static, myopic, easy-to-implement
heuristics. Complementary numerical tests showed that the heuristics are effective for solving the problem. Huh et al.
(2013) discussed a multi-resource allocation problem with two classes of jobs (elective and emergency) by formulating it
as a finite-horizon discounted MDP inwhich information about demand and resource availability evolved in their model. The
authors also provided structural results for the problem and developed the idea of a limit policy starting at a particular time to
obtain upper- and lower-bounds on the decisions of an optimal policy in each period. We also model our problem in fully
dynamic environments and apply the cost minimization criterion. However, in this paper, we consider allocation of a specific
resource (hospital beds) for which information is not available at the time decisions are made. Because of this variance, the
allocation policies thereafter are different. For instance, in this paper, because of the randomness of capacity, if the number of
elective patients is over-allocated, the over-allocated patients are recalled and returned to the waiting list or, occasionally, the
over-allocated patients are assigned to hallway beds. Moreover, after satisfying the emergent requests, if there are beds
remaining, then the remaining capacity should be filled with elective patients from the waiting list.

Researchers have identified capacity allocation problems by using various models in past years such as queueing,
simulation, optimization, and mathematical programming models (Kao & Tung 1981). The aforementioned literature has
shown that dynamic programming models have obtained increasing desirability in modeling allocation scheduling
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problems in healthcare systems. In this paper, we consider a hospital bed allocation problem, which takes into account
two classes of patients. Rather than providing the optimality of a cutoff number type of policy, we attempt to model the
dynamic trade-off problem from the start and then characterize the nature of the optimal policies for admission quota of
scheduled backlogged elective patients. The model is a discrete time allocation scheduling model, with 1 day as the basic
time period. We formulate the problem as one of expected cost minimization, which required that as many requests as
possible are met as possible, even if this means temporarily scheduling patients to occupy idle beds in order to alleviate
postponement. On the other hand, capacity should also be reserved for emergent patients by charging penalties for
unsatisfied emergent demand.

In summary, the contribution of the current work can be listed as follows: 1) We find the optimal policy for inpatient bed
allocation problem faced by a public hospital in China. 2) Through numerical experiments, we compare the performance of
the optimal policy and the current practice. 3) We use numerical experiments to examine the performance of the best fixed
quota policy and use a data-driven approach to find the parameter for the best fixed quota policy.

3. Model description

AtWCH, the inpatient department admits two types of patients: elective patients and emergency patients (e.g., for urology
specialty, elective vs. emergency: 52% vs. 48% on average in 2018). For the former, patients to be admitted are first selected
from the waiting list and are then informed of their admission on the day before admission, typically in the afternoon. (They
are generally told a time period during which they will be admitted, and this period is kept updated if a change is necessary
ing.) Emergency patients are from two segmentations. The first is those of emergent elective patients who are hospitalized
directly on the day they submit their bed requests, which means they are not put onto the waiting list; without advance
notification, the decision maker is obligated to allocate a bed upon such a patient’s arrival. These patients are typically
referred from the outpatient department (OD). The other type is those who have boarded in the ED. These two types of non-
planned admissions are emergent and arrive at random each day; patients of these two types are aggregated as emergency
patients. For an emergency patient, the Admission Service Center (ASC) assigns beds as they become available or, if there are
no vacancies, alternative arrangements are made for the patient’s admission (e.g., adding an extra bed in corridors or taking
one from another specialty ward). For all elective patients in WCH, after outpatient hospital services, they may receive an
admission certificate signed by the outpatient physician, and then they go to ASC for the bed application. PFor patients with
lower acuity of illness, they are put onto awaiting list with a rough estimate of a window during which theymay be admitted
with a bed. However, they later are notified of the exact date of their admittance by phone on the day before admission,
normally in the afternoon. Admitted patients go through the required examinations and observations before treatment by
doctors, either by surgery or inpatient treatment. Afterwards patients may be discharged immediately or kept in the hospital
for more days before being discharged. It is conceivable that the total time taken for all of these steps may be uncertain.

The present planning practice is described here. Around 16:00 each day, the capacity planning decision for the next day
must be made. Information about the waiting list can be observed and checked from the hospital information system (HIS),
which also generates predictions for the number of beds to be released the following day. (The prediction is made based on
respective doctors’ indications, which are not equivalent to the actual discharge decisions. The actual discharge decision for a
patient is made after his/her doctor’s ward rounds the next morning.) The bed planner then chooses the number of patients to
be admitted the next day, followed by the choices of patients in waiting, taking into account the preferred physician’s
availability, patients’ readiness, etc. For majority of the operating theaters (OTs), the hospital does not reserve blocks of OT
time (e.g., certain days of the week) for individual surgeons or surgical specialties. Moreover, most attending physicians or
staff physicians work full-time for the hospital, a circumstance which allows rather flexible appointment scheduling. Once
chosen and informed, patients arrive throughout the next day to be hospitalized. Emergent cases are typically transferred to
the inpatient department from the ED’s observation units, which are units that hold patients with stay times of less than 24 h.
Before 10:00 on admission day, the number of discharges is confirmed, so the planner knows the exact number of beds to be
released. At the same time, emergent cases waiting in the ED’s observation units have been transferred. By then, the planner
knows if they are in seriously short of beds; if so, the department recalls pre-informed elective patients and tells them not to
come. Clearly this can cause great inconvenience to the effected patients and their caretakers. However, the hospital has been
exercising this option for a long time because of excess demand for beds. Those recalled patients have the highest priority for
the next day. If a shortage occurs during the day because of unexpected emergent cases, alternative but more costly measures
are taken to accommodate them. Such alternatives include adding beds in hallways and “squeezing” beds into standard
wards.

Thus, we study a system that has a random capacity to serve two classes of patients: elective and emergent (including ED
emergent and emergent elective). The admission requests from elective, ED emergent and emergent elective arise randomly
in each period and are denoted by dt, e1t and e2t respectively. As we introduced above, ED emergent patients arrive during the
night at the ED department and emergent electives arrive during the day at the outpatient department. In this paper, bold
letters denote randomvariables; for example, dt denotes a realization of dt . Both ED emergent and emergent elective requests
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in each period must be satisfied within that period and new elective requests can be backlogged. Each request is satisfied by
one inpatient bed. We consider a finite planning horizon of T periods, numbered as t ¼ T ;…;1.

The events in each period t (e.g., from 16:00 p.m. on the previous day to 15:59 p.m. on the admission day) occur in the
following sequence (also see Fig. 1).

1. At the beginning of each period t (e.g., 16:00 p.m. on the previous day), information set It is updated, which includes
discharge forecasting (Ct), forecasting of ED emergent patients (E1t ) and emergent electives (E2t ). There are wt elective
admission requests on the waiting list, and kt unoccupied standard beeds remained from the last period.

2. According to wt , kt and It , bed decision makers have to decide how many of the wt backlogged elective patients,
denoted by qt, to admit. This is possible because, the patients on the waiting list are typically ready to be admitted
with short notice. (How the qt patients are selected from the waiting list needs not follow the “first come, first served”
rule, which is beyond the scope of this paper.) For example, if one is unable to come to the hospital on the next day, he/
she is put back in the waiting list while the next on the list will be called, and this process continues till all qt have
been confirmed.

3. Waiting penalty cost b is incurred for each backlogged elective patient on the waiting list.
4. Standard bed capacity for serving patients in day t, is uncertain at the time of decision-making because on one hand,

inpatients are usually discharged from hospitals in the morning (e.g., mostly by 10:00 a.m. on the admission day),
and the number of discharges is unpredictable; on the other hand, ED emergent patients arrive during the night
hence is uncertain when making decision on qt . We denote ht ; as the random number of discharges in the morning of
period t.

5. In the second step, after the realizations of discharges ht and ED emergent e1t , bed manager will allocate standard beds to
ED emergent patients first and then hallway beds if the total number of available standard beds represented by ktþ ht is
less than the ED emergent admission requests e1t .

6. In the third step, bed manager decides the number of recalls (zt) of elective patients from previous decision qt; zt recalled
elective patients will be waitlisted again and penalty cost g is charged for each recall, which includes the waiting cost per
period, b, and hence g� b>0; qt � zt elective patients will arrive at hospital and be hospitalized first with standard beds
and then with hallway beds.

7. In the fourth step, emergent electives (e2t ) and new elective requests (dt) arrive successively during the day, the former are
served first with standard beds and then with hallway beds, and the latter are waitlisted. The cost of adding hallway beds
occurs, and we assume the marginal cost of adding a hallway bed as p; It is easy to perceive that b � p, as otherwise
elective waiting patients will purposely be admitted using hallway beds. We consider two situations for g and p.When g<
p, bed decisionmakers are prone to recall those elective patients who have been confirmed in the qt but cannot be satisfied
by standard beds in this period; otherwise, these patients will be hospitalized by hallway beds. At the end of each period, if
there is empty standard bedss, an empty bed cost, r per bed, is incurred.
3.1. Initial model formulation

We formulate the problem as a two-stage model. In each period t, the bed planner first makes decision on qt and after the
realization of ht and e1t , bed planner decides zt .
Fig. 1. Sequence of events: Illustration.
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Stage 1: Making decision on qt:

Vtðwt ; kt ; ItÞ¼ min
qt2R ðwt ;kt ;ItÞ

bðwt � qtÞ þ Ee1t ;ht
Gt

�
qt ;wt ; kt ; e1t ;ht ; It

�
; (3.1)

þ

where R ðwt ;kt ; ItÞ ¼ fqt 2Zþ : 0� qt � minfwt ; ðCt þ kt � E1t � E2t Þ gg.

Stage 2: Making decision on number of recalls zt:

Gt

�
qt ;wt ; kt ; e1t ; ht ; It

�
¼ min

0�zt�qt
gzt

þpEe2t

��
e1t � ht � kt

�þ þ
�
qt � zt �

�
kt þ ht � e1t

�þ�þ

þ
�
e2t �

��
kt þ ht � e1t

�þ � qt þ zt
�þ�þ�

þrEe2t

���
kt þ ht � e1t

�þ � qt þ zt
�þ

� e2t
�þ

þaEdt ;e2t
Vt�1

�
wt � qt þ dt þ zt ;

���
kt þ ht � e1t

�þ � qt þ zt
�þ

� e2t
�þ

; It�1

���It�:

(3.2)
Terminal condition V0ðw0; k0; I0Þ ¼ vw0: Vtðwt ; kt ; ItÞ denotes the minimum total expected cost from period t to the end of
the planning horizon. In Stage 1 of the above model, bðwt �qtÞ denotes the waiting cost for backlogged elective patients. In
Stage 2 of the above model, gzt captures the penalty cost for recalled electives; the second term denotes the cost of adding
hallway beds, in which ðe1t � ht � ktÞþ denotes the hallway beds added for ED emergent patients, ðqt � zt � ðkt þ ht � e1t Þ

þÞþ
for elective patients, and ðe2t � ððkt þ ht � e1t Þ

þ � qt þ ztÞ
þÞ

þ
for emergent electives; the third term is penalty cost of empty

beds.

3.2. Simplified model

To make the model analyzable, we first simplify the model through the following approximations.
First, we assume that e1t ; the random number of ED emergent patients is relatively small compared with the number of

realized capacity kt þ ht, hence can be satisfied with standard beds, which can be verified by Fig. 4.
Second, when bed planner makes a decision on qt ; he/she disregards the number of standard beds that remained from

last periods since the number of remaining standard beds is almost zero, which can be verified by Fig. 5, based on the
data for the urology specialty ward (two long national holiday seasons are exceptions, the first was the Lunar New Year
holidays in February and second was the National Day in early October in China, prior to and during which elective
patients were not admitted). In this way, state variable kt , random discharges ht and ED emergent e1t can be merged
together, denoted as εt ¼ ðkt þ ht � e1t Þ

þ
, i.e., the number of empty standard beds after discharging and satisfying ED

emergent patients.
Third, in practice, the bed planner recalls the number of ðqt � εtÞþ; i.e., all the surplus elective patients. In this way, the

two-stage model reduces to a one-stage model.
Making decision on qt:

Vtðwt ; ItÞ ¼ min
qt2R ðwt ;kt ;ItÞ

b
�
wt � qt

�
þ Eεt

n
g
�
qt � εt

�þ þ pEe2t

�
e2t �

�
εt � qt

�þ�þ
þrEe2t

�
ðεt � qtÞþ � e2t

�þ þaEdt ;e2t
Vt�1

�
wt � qt þ dt þ

�
qt � εt

�þ
; It�1

���It�o
(3.3)

where R ðwt ; ItÞ ¼ fqt 2Zþ : 0� qt � minfwt ; ðXt � E2t Þ
þgg, Xt is the prediction of εt , and E2t is the prediction of number of

emergent elective patients e2t : To further simplify the analysis, we consider in next section a model without information.
However, the analysis can be extended to above model (3.3) and the results remains to hold with (3.3).

To summarize, the model we want to solve is formulated as follows. We use et to substitute e2t for ease of exposition. We
assume all three random variables (εt , dt and et) to be serially independent for ease of exposition in this paper. Nevertheless,
the subsequent analysis can be extended to serially dependent processes, such as ARIMA processes (see the discussions in the
numerical study).

The number of elective patients on the waiting list at the time of decision is wt , and the transition of wt to the next period
wt�1 can be given as:
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wt�1 ¼wt � qt þdt þ ðqt � εtÞþ: (3.4)
For each realization of εt and et , denoted as εt and et , the single-day cost function can be written as

bCtðqt ;wt ; εt ; etÞ¼ bðwt � qtÞþgðqt � εtÞþ þ rððεt � qtÞþ � etÞþ þ pðet � ðεt � qtÞþÞþ; (3.5)

where ð,Þþ ¼ maxð ,;0Þ, and the expected single-day cost function then can be represented as,
Ctðqt ;wtÞ ¼ Eεt ;et ½bCtðqt ;wt ; εt ; etÞ�
¼ bðwt � qtÞ þ gEεt ðqt � εtÞþ þ Eεt ;et ½rððεt � qtÞþ � etÞþ þ pðet � ðεt � qtÞþÞþ�:

(3.6)
Denote Ltðqt ;wtÞ as the expected cost incurred from days t to 1 with state wt , and

Ltðqt ;wtÞ¼Ctðqt ;wtÞ þ aE½Vt�1ðwt�1Þ�; (3.7)

then

VtðwtÞ¼ min
0�qt�wt

Ltðqt ;wtÞ; (3.8)

is the minimum expected cost incurred from days t to 1 with the state of wt : Without a loss of generality, we assume the
terminal function as V0 ¼ vw0, with v � 0: To differentiate the simplified model from the previous one, we use Vt to denote
the minimum total expected cost from period t to the end of the planning horizon.

In the second equality of the above equation (3.5), the first term captures waiting costs from backlogged elective requests,
the second term evaluates the over-scheduling costs for backlogged elective patients, the third term calculates penalties for
empty beds, and the last term addresses overflow costs of adding hallway beds.

4. Structural properties

4.1. Properties of the single-day cost function

In this subsection, we omit subscript t for simplicity. To investigate the property of the single-day cost function, we make
the following assumption:

Assumption 1. For t ¼ 1;2;…; T ; the distributions of εt , et ; and dt are all strongly unimodal.
The assumption is to ensure the preservation of quasi-convexity under integral convolutions (Ibragimov, 1956; Keilson &

Hans 1971).

For the single-day cost function, we can obtain the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. Under Assumption 1, the single-day cost function Cðq;wÞ is quasi-convex in q with changeover at 0.

The quasi-convexity of single-day cost function assures the existence of the optimal solutions.

4.2. Properties of the dynamic model

In this subsection, we begin to analyze structural properties of the dynamic model. From Lemma 4.1 of the single-day cost
function, it is possible to discuss the dynamic model.

To recall the dynamic model (3.4)e(3.8), it is possible to find that for each realization of dt , εt and et ;

wt�1 ¼
�
wt � qt þ dt ; �∞< qt � εt ;
wt þ dt � εt ; εt < qt < þ∞:
From the above equations, it can be seen that wt�1 is non-increasingly piecewise linear and convex in qt with changeover
εt .

The following statements can now be made:

Lemma 4.2. Under Assumption 1, Ltð,Þ, Vtð,Þ, t ¼ 1;2;…; T, and V0 have the following properties:

(a) Ltðqt ;wtÞ is quasi-convex in qt .
(b) �ð2rþbÞD � Vtðwt þDÞ � VtðwtÞ � pD; for any small D>0:
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(c) Let qDt ðwtÞ ¼ minfargminqt Ltðqt ;wtÞg for fixed wt , then the optimal policy

q�t ðwtÞ¼

8>><
>>:

qDt ðwtÞ; if qDt ðwtÞ2½0;wt�;
wt ; if qDt ðwtÞ>wt;

0; if qDt ðwtÞ<0:
Lemma 4.2 states that when p>g; i.e., the marginal cost of re-allocating one emergent patient, is more than that of over-
scheduling one elective patient, the state-dependent optimal solutions for the dynamic model exist.

5. Numerical experiments using WCH’s data

Herewe used process flows and data from theWCH in numerical studies, along with simulation, to assess the relevance of
the theoretical results and the properties of the proposed policy in the previous sections, to study the structure of optimal
policies, to conduct performance comparisons between the optimal policy and the baseline practice at WCH, and to compare
comparisons between the optimal policy and two proposed policies (the fixed quota policy and the best fixed quota policy).
Moreover, the improvements that the proposed solutions could bring to the hospital with the existing practices under
different cost structures are illustrated in sensitivity analysis.

5.1. Data summary

The empirical characteristics of our model are taken from registration and admission data of the urology specialty male
ward in WCH (January 1, 2015eOctober 31, 2015). The admission service center (ASC) in WCH records the total number of
standard beds, registration dates of both elective and emergent patients, and admission dates of scheduled patients. The basic
data is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 show displays that the average waiting time of admitted elective patients is around 17 days and the maximum
waiting time is 332 days. The new elective and emergent requests for hospitalization during the period from January 1, 2015
to October 31, 2015 in each day is summarized in Fig. 2.

The evidence of uncertain capacity can be shown by the number of daily released beds, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Also
evident is a sharp increase of the released bed capacity, which occurred during February 12, 2015 and February 25, 2015,
coinciding with the Lunar New Year holidays in China.

Fig. 4 shows the number of ED emergent patients is relatively small compared with the number of daily standard beds at
the beginning of each day.

Fig. 5 shows the number of unoccupied beds at the end of each day. It is clear that the number of remaining beds is
negligible at the end of almost each period of the days. Indeed, in 162 out of 202 days in the data, there were no empty beds at
the end of the day. However, there are exceptions, notably during the Lunar New Year holidays in February., and the National
Day holidays in early October.

Fig. 6 shows that the number of elective patients on the waiting list has an increasing trend.
The current practice in WCH regarding the admission quota of elective patients is based on doctors’ suggestion. The

historical data of the admission quota of elective patients and the percentage it occupies in the number of discharged capacity
are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that historical admission quotas decided by doctors sometimes exceed the number of
released patients, which may result in delayed treatment of emergent patients, as well as the congestion in the ED depart-
ment. Due to the uncertainty of capacity faced by decision makers, it is important to determine a more scientific criterion or a
set of criteria based on which planners can make better decisions.

For the number of daily discharges of standard beds, εt , an estimation model should incorporate the numbers of beds that
had been occupied in the past weeks. This is because the past occupants are the future discharged patients. As the most days
Table 1
Basic data summary.

Jan 1, 2015eOct 31, 2015

No. of beds 140
No. of admitted elective patients 3507
Average waiting time (day) 16.94
Waiting time standard deviation (day) 27.82
Maximum waiting time (day) 332
Minimum waiting time (day) 1
Average no. of patients on waiting list 206
Minimum no. of patients on waiting list 83
Maximum no. of patients on waiting list 307



Fig. 2. Numbers of new elective and emergent patients.
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saw no or only a few unoccupied beds, such a model was approximated by an independent process, which was estimated as ε
in Table 2.

As stated in the model description (Section 3), we use actual data to fit the distributions of the related random variables:
released capacity (ε), new elective requests (d), and emergent requests (e), which are listed in Table 2.
5.2. Illustration of optimal policy

In the first numerical experiment, we illustrated the optimal policy (Fig. 8). The optimal policy is non-decreasing in the
number of patients on the waiting list. Costs are generally difficult to estimate, and we assume the baseline of numerical
experiments in Table 3.
5.3. Comparison of optimal policy and real practice

Recently, the hospital has adopted a new policy: before making admission decisions, the doctor reports to ASC the number
of patients whom they plan to discharge the next morning. However, due to the difficulties of predicting patients’ health
conditions and other uncertainties, the reported numbers are seldomly equal to the actual number of discharged patients (see
Fig. 9).

According to the reported number of discharges, the bed planner decides the number of elective patients to admit. The bed
planner randomly selects a number (less than the reported number) of elective patients on the waiting list and calls to inform
them for hospital admission. For this reason, we can consider the decision of bed planners as a random number that is
bounded by the reported number of discharges as well as the number of patients on thewaiting list. To check the performance
of this newly adopted policy, we selected the data of reported discharges from September.1, 2015 to September. 29, 2015 (only
working days included). Based on current practices in the hospital, we define the adopted policy as follows:

qCt ¼minfrandomð0; qtÞ;wtg;

where qt is the reported number of patients to be discharged. The integer randomð0; qtÞ is generated from a uniform
distribution in the range ð0; qtÞ: Firstly, we examined the performance of the current practice using the one month’s data
(Table 4). Then, we compared this new policy and our optimal policy under different circumstances with consideration of
varying parameters. To make the comparison possible, we considered an extreme case in which the reported number is the
same as the actual number of discharged patients. We show that even for precise prediction, the optimal policy outperforms
the current practice for most of the cases under this cost criterion. To compare the current practice and the optimal policy,
besides baseline parameter values, we also variedy them as follows: T ¼ 5; b2f1;6;11g; p2f12;17;22g; r2 f1;11;21g; and
g2f40;50;60g: The discounting factor is kept unchanged. All combinations of the parameter values give 34 ¼ 81 instances.
We define the relative error of the current policy adopted by

RE¼VC
5ðw5Þ � VOpt

5 ðw5Þ
VOpt
5 ðw5Þ

� 100%;



Fig. 3. Number of daily released bed capacity.

Fig. 4. Number of Daily standard beds and ED emergent patients.

Fig. 5. Number of daily remaining beds.
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Fig. 6. Number of elective patients on waiting list.

Fig. 7. Historical allocation decisions and percentage in number of discharges.
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where the superscript C denotes the current policy and Opt denotes the optimal policy. In Table 4 and the following several
tables, ARE, Min and Max are defined as the mean, minimum and maximum values of RE across all initial states w52 ½0;63�;
for all 81 cost parameters’ combinations, respectively. From Table 5, the average relative error is around 30%, and the worst
case achieved 220:04%;which shows that the cost under the current practice is almost three times that of the optimal policy.
Therefore, the current practice applied in WCH may not be an adequate policy, so it is necessary to find another stronger
policy.



Table 2
Fitted distributions of random variables.

Random Variables ε d e

Distribution Gammað1:81;0:10Þ Gammað2:98;0:25Þ Nð12:60;3:89Þ
Range ½0; 69� ½0;38� ½2;25�
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5.4. Comparison of optimal policy and two proposed policies

Next, we compare the cost under the optimal policy and two proposed policies: fixed quota policy and best fixed quota
policy. The fixed quota policy is defined as follows: in each period of the planning horizon, the admission quota of the elective
patients is 60% of the mean of the fitted distribution to the number of the discharged patients, unless the number of elective
patients on the waiting list is less than the fixed quota. Such a policy is widely quoted by planners at the hospital. Of course,
they often deviate from the rule, yet it serves a guiding rule which they try to follow. We can denote the fixed quota policy as
follows:

qFt ¼minfE½0:6�ε�;wtg:
In the data from January 1, 2015 to October 31, 2015, themean of the fitted distribution is 18.1. The best fixed quota policy is
a kind of fixed quota policy, and the value of the fixed quota must be optimized. The proposed fixed quota policy is based on
the ratio of new elective requests and emergent requests. From the historical data, there are a total of 2626 new elective
requests and 2545 emergent requests (number of new elective requests are almost the same as emergent requests). On
January 1, 2015, there were 124 elective requests on the waiting list. Therefore, we propose a fixed quota policy in which the
quota is selected as 60% of the average number of discharges in each day (allocating a slightly higher capacity to elective to
shorten the waiting list). WSimilar to the above comparison method, we compared the proposed policies and the optimal
policy with a method similar to the one used in the previous example. In addition to baseline parameter values, we also
variedy them as follows: T ¼ 5; b2f1;6;11g; p2f12;17;22g; r2f1;11;21g; and g2f40;50;60g: The discount factor is kept
unchanged. All combinations of the parameter values provide 34 ¼ 81 instances. We define the relative error of the proposed
heuristic policy by

RE¼VH
5 ðw5Þ � VOpt

5 ðw5Þ
VOpt
5 ðw5Þ

� 100%;

where the superscript H denotes the heuristic policy and Opt denotes the optimal policy. Table 6 shows the performance of
the fixed quota policy and best fixed quota policy under different combinations of cost parameters. Compared with the fixed
quota policy, the best fixed quota policy performs quite well under all circumstances. The average relative error of the best
fixed quota policy is below 1%:

5.5. Sensitivity analysis

Next, we variedy the value of different cost parameters to conduct a sensitivity analysis. In Table 7, we vary the over-
scheduling cost g among f40;44;48;52;56;60g and fix other parameters (b ¼ 6, r ¼ 11, p ¼ 17 and T ¼ 5). Similarly, in
Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10, we change the values of waiting cost b2f1;3;5;7;9;11g, penalty cost for each empty bed r; and
adding a hallway bed cost p, respectively. As can be observed in Tables 7e10, both the fixed quota policy and the best fixed
quota policy performwell except for a few instances where the error exceeds 1%. In Table 11, we present the influence of the
planning horizon on the performance of heuristic policies: the longer the planning horizon, the smaller the loss of optimality
for the best fixed quota policy (we have tried for other parameter values with the resulting same pattern). In summary, the
best fixed quota policy performs nearly optimally.

6. Sample average approach for parameter optimization of the best fixed quota policy

In the numerical experiments in the above section, we found that the best fixed quota policy performs quite well. In this
section, we used a data-driven approach to find the parameter of the best quota. We still used the data of urology specialty
ward in WCH, which recorded admission information from January 1, 2015 to October 31, 2015. Because ASC does not admit
patients on weekends, we cleared the data and obtained a total sample of 200 days.

First, we selected a 50-day sample as the training data set, and the remaining data then acted as the testing data set.We set
T ¼ 5 and repeated the process 10 times using the 50-day sample. By minimizing the average total discounted cost,



Fig. 8. Optimal policy (q3, T ¼ 5).

Table 3
Cost parameters.

p b g r a

17 6 50 11 0.99

Fig. 9. Comparison of reported no. of discharge and actual no. of discharge.
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Table 4
Performance of current practice (w52½0; 63�, T ¼ 20, g ¼ 50, b ¼ 6, r ¼ 11 and p ¼ 17).

ARE Min Max

Current Practice (Precise Prediction) 51.88% 16.79% 88.70%

Table 5
Performance of current practice (w52½0; 63�, T ¼ 5; b2f1;6;11g; p2f12;17;22g; r2f1;11; 21g; and g2f40;50;60g).

ARE Min Max

Current Practice 30.47% 7.33% 220.04%

Table 6
Performance of heuristic policies.

ARE Min Max

Fixed quota policy 3.87% 0.00% 20.14%
Best fixed quota policy 0.78% 0.00% 3.05%

Table 7
Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to the Over-scheduling Cost g (b ¼ 6, r ¼ 11, p ¼ 17 and T ¼ 5).

ARE Min Max ARE Min Max ARE Min Max

g ¼ 40 g ¼ 44 g ¼ 48

Fixed quota policy 0.46% 0.26% 0.70% 0.33% 0.19% 0.51% 0.24% 0.13% 0.41%
Best fixed quota policy 0.21% 0.12% 0.56% 0.25% 0.15% 0.51% 0.24% 0.13% 0.41%

g ¼ 52 g ¼ 56 g ¼ 60

Fixed quota policy 0.19% 0.10% 0.43% 0.17% 0.09% 0.46% 0.18% 0.10% 0.50%
Best fixed quota policy 0.19% 0.10% 0.43% 0.17% 0.09% 0.46% 0.18% 0.10% 0.50%

Table 8
Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to the Waiting Cost b (g ¼ 50, r ¼ 11, p ¼ 17 and T ¼ 5).

ARE Min Max ARE Min Max ARE Min Max

b ¼ 1 b ¼ 3 b ¼ 5

Fixed quota policy 8.88% 4.50% 12.15% 2.42% 1.31% 3.98% 0.39% 0.25% 0.81%
Best fixed quota policy 1.85% 1.17% 2.67% 0.68% 0.46% 1.13% 0.38% 0.25% 0.81%

b ¼ 7 b ¼ 9 b ¼ 11

Fixed quota policy 0.40% 0.23% 0.61% 1.63% 1.00% 2.22% 3.51% 2.12% 5.05%
Best fixed quota policy 0.09% 0.04% 0.37% 0.05% 0.02% 0.15% 0.01% 0.01% 0.03%

Table 9
Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to the Empty Bed Penalty Cost r (g ¼ 50; b ¼ 6, p ¼ 17 and T ¼ 5).

ARE Min Max ARE Min Max ARE Min Max

r ¼ 1 r ¼ 5 r ¼ 9

Fixed quota policy 0.34% 0.21% 0.75% 0.24% 0.14% 0.56% 0.19% 0.10% 0.46%
Best fixed quota policy 0.34% 0.21% 0.75% 0.24% 0.14% 0.56% 0.19% 0.10% 0.46%

r ¼ 13 r ¼ 17 r ¼ 21

Fixed quota policy 0.23% 0.13% 0.39% 0.30% 0.17% 0.46% 0.41% 0.24% 0.58%
Best fixed quota policy 0.23% 0.13% 0.39% 0.21% 0.13% 0.44% 0.14% 0.08% 0.51%
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Table 10
Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to the Adding Hallway Bed Cost p (g ¼ 50; b ¼ 6, r ¼ 11 and T ¼ 5).

ARE Min Max ARE Min Max ARE Min Max

p ¼ 12 p ¼ 14 p ¼ 16

Fixed quota policy 1.06% 0.63% 1.43% 0.55% 0.31% 0.84% 0.28% 0.16% 0.44%
Best fixed quota policy 0.27% 0.15% 0.43% 0.17% 0.09% 0.51% 0.28% 0.16% 0.44%

p ¼ 18 p ¼ 20 p ¼ 22

Fixed quota policy 0.19% 0.10% 0.46% 0.27% 0.17% 0.63% 0.50% 0.31% 1.08%
Best fixed quota policy 0.19% 0.10% 0.46% 0.27% 0.17% 0.63% 0.50% 0.31% 1.08%

Table 11
Sensitivity analysis with respect to the planning horizon T (g ¼ 50, b ¼ 6, r ¼ 11 and p ¼ 17).

ARE Min Max ARE Min Max

T ¼ 5 T ¼ 10

Fixed quota policy 0.21% 0.11% 0.42% 0.19% 0.11% 0.49%
Best fixed quota policy 0.21% 0.11% 0.42% 0.08% 0.04% 0.13%

T ¼ 15 T ¼ 20

Fixed quota policy 0.26% 0.15% 0.58% 0.27% 0.16% 0.60%
Best fixed quota policy 0.01% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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52½0;200�; we can find an optimal quota q�ðw5Þ for each initial
length of waiting list (Fig. 10). To examine the performance of the best quota policy, we use the remaining 150 days in the
sample to test it.
Fig. 10. Best fixed quota policy (T ¼ 5;g ¼ 50, b ¼ 6, r ¼ 11 and p ¼ 17).
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First, we compared the performances of the best fixed quota policy as found in Fig. 10 and the historical admission
policy. For the 150 days of data, we divided it into 30 planning horizons with each planning horizon length T ¼ 5: For
each planning horizon, we founding the first day’s waiting list data (w1

5) and applied the fixed quota policy in Fig. 10
during this five5 days’ planning horizon. Then, we added the total discounted costs of 30 planning horizons together
and compared this cost with that which occurred from applying historical admission policy using the relative error
method we used in previous numerical studies. Then, we compared the performance of the best fixed quota policy and
the optimal policy we obtained from the dynamic model. Finally, we compared the total discounted cost of the best
fixed quota policy obtained from sample average approach and from the dynamic model. The results are shown in
Table 12. It can be seen that the best fixed quota policy by sample average approach outperforms the historical
admission policy by 25.56% on average among all of the cost parameter combinations. Compared with the optimal
policy and the DP-based best fixed quota policy, the best fixed quota policy by sample average approach performs quite
well.

In the table above, RE is defined as follows:

REH ¼ min
wn

52½0;200�

bVH
5
�
wn

5

�� bVF
5
�
wn

5

�
bV F
5
�
wn

5

� � 100%;

REOpt ¼ min
wn

52½0;200�

bVOpt
5

�
wn

5

�� bV F
5
�
wn

5

�
bVF
5
�
wn

5

� � 100%;

REFD ¼ min
wn

52½0;200�

bVFD
5
�
wn

5

�� bV F
5
�
wn

5

�
bVF
5
�
wn

5

� � 100%;

where superscript F denotes the best fixed quota policy obtained by sample average approach, H denotes the historical policy,
Opt stands for optimal policy, and FD for best fixed quota policy we obtained from dynamic programming model. It should be
noted that the optimal policy* and DP-based best fixed quota policy we applied here are based on the distributions fitted by
ten10 months’ data, not the 150 days’ test data.
7. Concluding remarks

This paper considers a hospital bed allocation problem under a fully dynamic environment, which is motivated by a
real problem in a major hospital in China. Apart from the randomness of demand, we also consider the randomness of
hospital bed capacity. Due to the high uncertainty of the capacity and demand when making decisions, it is difficult for
bed planners to make the admission decision for elective patients. We established a dynamic programming model for
this problem and partially characterize the structure of the optimal policy. Then, in a numerical experiment, we
compared the optimal policy with current practice applied in the hospital to show that the optimal policy performs
much better than the current practice under various combinations of the values of cost parameters. It was also
determined that the best fixed quota policy performs quite well under almost all circumstances that were examined. To
find the parameter of best quota policy, we can also use a data-driven approach, which causes little efficiency loss.
Because this method is much easier to compute than the DP-based solution method, the insight is useful for the hospital
admission manager.

In summary, our work provides a guidance for bed planners when they make admission decisions. Future work may focus
on the more specific hospital ward segmentations, for example, contagious and noncontagious wards; , wards of different
pathologies; , bed pooling and reneging g; , and more. Further work could aim to change current practices to improve the
performance of the system.
Table 12
Performance of data-driven fixed quota policy (T ¼ 5; b2f1;6;11g; p2f12;17;22g; r2f1;11;21g; and g2f40;50;60g).

Average RE Min RE Max RE

Historical Policy 25.56% 3.73% 99.32%
Optimal Policy* -1.46% -2.64% -0.59%
DP-Based Best Fixed Quota Policy* -0.28% -1.94% 0.00%
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Appendix
A1. ARIMA Model Fitting for Daily Discharges

For daily discharges, we first dido a time series plot of the of data series (see Fig.11). The plots of autocorrelation and partial
autocorrelation coefficients of the daily discharge time series show that there is a cyclical pattern with a mean cycle of about
seven days (see Fig. 12).
Fig. 12. Autocorrelation Coefficients of the Original Time Series
Note: The dashed line represent std. errors.

Fig. 11. The Time-series Chart of Daily Discharges
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Fig. 13 shows the means of discharges in each day of the week. It is clear that there are day-of-week differences (sea-
sonality).
We make seven-step differences for the original time series to check the seasonality of the data. Figs. 14 and 15 show the
seventh-difference series and the corresponding ACF and PACF.

Fig. 13. Weekly Means Plot for Daily Discharges
Fig. 14. The Time-Series Chart of the Seventh Difference Series

Fig. 15. Autocorrelation Coefficients of the Seventh Difference Series
Note: The dashed line represent std. errors.
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Non-seasonal behavior: From the ACF and PACF in Fig. 14, the non-seasonal behavior is not obvious.
Seasonal behavior: From the PACF in Fig. 15, a clear spike at lag 7 can be observed, followed by spikes around lag 14, 21 and

so on (multiples of seven). The similar pattern (spike at lag 7) can be observed in ACF. In this way, a seasonal MA(1)
component may be a useful part of the model.

Remembering that we were looking at seventh differences, the model we might try for the original series is
ARIMAð0;0;0Þ � ð0;1;1Þ7; whose forecasting equation is bY t ¼ Yt�7 þ et � et�7.

Next, residuals from the model can be seen in Fig. 16.
Fig. 16. Residuals from ARIMAð0; 0;0Þ � ð0;1; 1Þ7 Model Applied to Daily Discharge Data
Note: The dashed line represent std. errors.
Fig. 17 and Table 13 shows the performance of fitted model compared with original data of daily discharges.



Table 13
Performance of the Fitted Model: red line represents the actual

Model ME RMSE MAE MASE ACF1

ARIMAð0;0;0Þ� ð0;1;1Þ7 0.3192 5.2540 3.8810 0.3407 -0.0118

Fig. 17. Performance of the Fitted Model
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A2. Performance Comparison of ARIMA Model and Fitted Distribution Model Implemented with Optimal Policies

To certify that the model with fitted distribution for daily discharges εt is a good approximation of the model with ARIMA
model fitting, we conducted simulation study for these two models. The simulation study is designed as follows:

Step 1 Obtain the optimal policies from the model with fitted distribution in Table 2 under different combinations of
parameters.
Step 2 Simulate two models with fitted distributions (Table 2) and seasonal ARIMA model which is fitted in previous
section respectively, both of which are implemented with the policies obtained in Step 1.
Step 3 Compare the costs of two simulation systems.

For the model with fitted distribution for daily discharges, random daily discharges are generated by the distribution in
Table 2. For the model with seasonal ARIMA, the daily discharges are the predictions based on the data we collected, and the
predictions are shown in Fig. 18.
Fig. 18. Forecasting of Daily Discharges
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We first compared the relative error of the costs obtained from two simulation studies (Table 14). The relative error is
defined as follows,

REsimulations¼
Total CostFittedðw5Þ � Total CostARIMAðw5Þ

Total CostARIMAðw5Þ
� 100%;
where the initial state w5 takes values from ½0;200�; and cost parameters are T ¼ 5; b2f1;6;11g; p2f12;17;22g; r2
f1;11;21g; and g2f40;50;60g: For each circumstance s, we conducted simulations for 1000 times. In Table 14, we can check
that under different circumstances, the average relative error is 67.65%, which shows the optimal policies obtained from the
model with fitted distributions is well implemented in the model with seasonal ARIMA.
Table 14
Performance Comparison of Two Simulation Systems

ARE Min Max

Fitted Distribution vs. Seasonal ARIMA 67.65% -83.01% 3375.15%
The detailed simulation results are shown in Fig. 19.
Fig. 19. Cost Comparison of Two Simulation Systems
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In Fig. 19, the boxplot with blue color denotes the cost of seasonal ARIMA system and the purple one with a filled box
denotes the cost of fitted distribution. It can be observed that for most of the circumstances, the seasonal ARIMA systemwith
optimal policies implemented outperforms the system with fitted distribution.

A3. Proof of Lemma 4.1

Proof: Rewrite the expected single-day value function, we have

Ctðqt ;wtÞ
¼ bðwt � qtÞ þ gEεt ðqt � εtÞþ þ Eεt ;et ½rððεt � qtÞþ � etÞþ þ pðet � ðεt � qtÞþÞþ�
¼ bwt � bðm

εt
� met Þ þ Eεt ;et Ctðqt � εt þ et ; etÞ;

(.1)

in which m
εt
and met are the mean of εt and et respectively. Ctðx; etÞ in above function is defined as follows,

Ctðx; etÞ¼
8<
:

�ðbþ rÞx; �∞< x � 0;
ðp� bÞx; 0< x � et ;

ðg� bÞx� ret þ pet ; et < x< þ∞;
(.2)

for et >0; and

Ctðx; etÞ¼
��ðbþ rÞx; �∞< x � 0;

ðg� bÞx; 0< x< þ∞;
(.3)

for et ¼ 0:
TIt is obvious to obtain the convexity of Cðx; eÞ if p � g and quasi-convexity of it if p>g; from the definition of C ((0.2) and

(0.3)) is obvious. Furthermore, under the assumption b � p, the changeover of Cðx; eÞ in x is 0. Under Assumption 1, distri-
butions of ε and e are all strongly unimodal and quasi-convexity is preserved under convolution, hence, Cðq;wÞ is quasi-
convex in q when p>g: When p � g; Cðq;wÞ is convex in q.

A4 Proof of Lemma 4.2

Proof: We prove the results by induction. For period 0; the results are true for terminal function V0 ¼ vw0. Suppose the
results are true for. t� 1:

For each realization of εt ; et ; and dt , we discuss the property of Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ by two cases: (i) et ¼ 0; and (ii) et > 0:

(i) et ¼ 0: From previous analysis, CtðxtÞ is piecewise linear and convex in xt with changeover at 0. wt�1 ¼ wt � xt � εt þ
dt þ ðxtÞþ: We can analyze by dividing the domain by two2 intervals. xt >0 and xt � 0: For xt >0; and any small D> 0;

Ltðxt þD;wt ; εt ; dtÞ� Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; dtÞ¼ ðg� bÞD � 0;
Hence, Lt is increasing in xt for xt >0: For xt � 0;

Ltðxt � D;wt ; εt ; dtÞ � Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; dtÞ
¼ ðbþ rÞDþ a½Vt�1ðwt � xt þ D� εt þ dtÞ � Vt�1ðwt � xt � εt þ dtÞ�
� 0;

in which the last inequality comes from the induction hypothesis that. Vt�1ðwt�1 þ DÞ� Vt�1ðwt�1Þ � � rþb
a D:

Hence, Lt is non-increasing in xt for. xt � 0:

(ii) et >0: From previous analysis, when p>g; Ctðxt ; etÞ is piecewise linear and quasi-convex in xtwith changeover at 0.
wt�1 ¼ wt � xt � εt þ et þ dt þ ðxt � etÞþ: We can analyze by dividing the domain by three3 intervals. xt � 0, 0< xt �
et ; and xt > et :For xt > et ;

Ltðxt þD;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ� Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ¼ ðr� bÞD>0:
Hence, Lt is increasing in xt for xt > et : For xt � 0;

Ltðxt � D;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ � Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ
¼ ðbþ rÞDþ a½Vt�1ðwt � xt þ D� εt þ et þ dtÞ � Vt�1ðwt � xt � εt þ et þ dtÞ�
� 0
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For 0< xt � et ;

Ltðxt � D;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ � Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; et ; dtÞ
¼ �ðp� bÞDþ a½Vt�1ðwt � xt þ D� εt þ et þ dtÞ � Vt�1ðwt � xt � εt þ et þ dtÞ�
� 0;

in which the last inequality results from induction hypothesis that Vt�1ðwt�1 þ DÞ� Vt�1ðwt�1Þ � p�b
a :Hence, Ltðxt ;wt ; εt ; et ;

dtÞ is quasi-convex in xt with changeover at 0. By Equation (3.15), Ltðqt ;wtÞ is quasi-convex in qt ; since quasi-convexity is
preserved under convolution if the probability mass or density function of the random variables is strongly unimodal.
Statement (c) then follows.

Then, we will prove statement (b). For the left-hand -side of the inequality.

Vtðwt þDÞ � VtðwtÞ

� � � �
¼ Lt q�t ðwt þDÞ;wt þD � Lt q�t ðwtÞ;wt

� � � �
� Lt q�t ðwt þDÞ;wt þD � Lt q�t ðwt þDÞ�D;wt
¼ gEεt
�
q�t ðwt þ DÞ � εt

�þ þ Eεt ;et
�
r
��
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ�þ � et

�þ þp
�
et �

�
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ�þ�þ	
��
gEεt

�
q�t ðwt þ DÞ � D� εt

�þ þ Eεt ;et
�
r
��
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ þ D

�þ � et
�þ
þ p
�
et �

�
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ þ D

�þ�þ		þ aEVt�1
�
wt þD� q�t ðwt þDÞþdt þ

�
q�t ðwt þ DÞ � εt

�þ�
� � � �
�aEVt�1 wt þD� q�t ðwt þDÞþdt þ q�t ðwt þ DÞ � D� εt

þ

� gEεt
�
q�t ðwt þ DÞ � εt

�þ þ Eεt ;et
�
r
��
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ�þ � et

�þ þp
�
et �

�
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ�þ�þ	
��
gEεt

�
q�t ðwt þ DÞ � D� εt

�þ þ Eεt ;et
�
r
��
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ þ D

�þ � et
�þ
þ p
�
et �

�
εt � q�t ðwt þ DÞ þ D

�þ�þ		� ðrþ bÞD
� � rD� ðrþ bÞD
¼ �ð2rþ bÞD:
For the right-hand -side of the inequality.

Vtðwt þDÞ � VtðwtÞ

¼ Lt
�
q�ðwt þDÞ;wt þD

�� Lt
�
q�ðwtÞ;wt

�

t t

� L
�
q�ðw Þ;w þD

�� L
�
q�ðw Þ;w �
t t t t t t t t

¼ bDþaEV
�
w þD� q�ðw Þþd þ �

q�ðw Þ � ε

�þ�� aEV
�
w � q�ðw Þþd þ �

q�ðw Þ � ε

�þ�

t�1 t t t t t t t t�1 t t t t t t t

� bDþ ðp� bÞD
¼ pD:
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